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11 Months old baby 2. 
brought in  to hospital 
3/12/16 

 Few days history of being unwell 

 Not eating 

 Abdominal pain and mild dissention 

 PMH :Recurrent infection? 

 3 admission over  8 months periods 



FH 

 Parents form afro Caribbean origin 

 First child 

 Term delivery 

 Antenatal screening done  as per protocol 

 Partner testing not done as was in Nigeria at 
that time 

 CVS sample sent 



Blood test post delivery 



Blood tests 



What test would you do next? 

 Do you need more blood test at this stage? 



3/12/2016 readmission 



Treatment started 

 Antibiotics 

 Flying squad bloods commence 

 1 pool platelets given 

 Resuscitated 

 NICCU 

 MOFS 



What would you do next? 

 



Discus film urgently with 
consultant haematologist 

 Refer the case to referral centre for ?transfer 



Blood film 



film 



film 



film 



film 



CXR 



Blood cultures 



Film sent to GOSCH London 



Results back few days  



What is the diagnosis? 

 



Diagnosis 

 severe sepsis precipitated sickle cell vaso-
cclusive crisis and MOFS 

 

 RIP 

 



What would you have done 
differently? 

 



 Early clinical suspicion sickle cell crisis 

 Early transfer or arrange Exchange blood 
transfusion  

 



Learning points 

 In clinical suspicion start exchange and DO 
URGENT HBE screen 

 This child had sickle solubility test and was 
assumed to have just HBS carrier and not to 
exchange 

 Urgent haematology input and review 

 In retrospect MUM had CVS and was found 
this child was HBS carrier 



 Antenatal screening vary reliable 

 But missed in this case 

 Always have low threshold to look for HBE 
and act if appropriate ethnic back ground 

 HB NORMAL IN HBS carrier and HBSS 
patient and typically become anaemic when 
FHB declines age 4-6 months 

 



 Questions? 

 


